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Abstract 
Relay or group-transfer pathways are important for metabolism and signal transduction. Yet, they are not addressed by standard 
metabolic ontrol analysis. In this paper the control theory for this type of pathways is developed. Control coefficients are defined both 
with respect o modulation of enzyme concentration (enzyme control coefficient) and with respect o modulation of 'elemental' process 
activity (process control coefficient). Whereas the latter obeys the theorems of standard metabolic ontrol theory, the more operational, 
former type of control coefficient obeys new control theorems: (i) the sum of enzyme control coefficients on the flux of group transfer 
equals 2 minus the control by pathway boundary substrates and products, divided by the extent o which the pathway enzymes are 
complexed, (ii) the sum of the controls on the concentration of any of the non-complexed pathway components i  1 (iii) the sum of the 
controls on the concentration of any of enzyme-enzyme complexes i  2, with the same corrections as above, (iv) the control exerted by 
enzyme concentrations can be calculated from the kinetic properties (elasticity coefficients). 
The implications for metabolism and signal transduction of the special control properties of relay pathways are discussed. 
Keywords: Metabolic ontrol theory; Control theory; Channeling; Relay pathway; Enzyme-enzyme interaction 
I. Introduction 
Cell function is controlled in various ways and at 
various points, ranging from the catalytic activity of single 
enzymes to the mutually adjusted operation of biosynthetic 
pathways. Various theoretical treatments (e.g. [1-7]) exist 
which define and relate characteristics of control. Control 
exerted by all enzymes of a metabolic pathway on any 
steady-state flux through the pathway adds up to 1 whereas 
the control on any steady-state metabolic concentration 
adds up to 0 [1,2]. Along with these 'summation' theo- 
rems, so-called 'connectivity' theorems [1,8] reveal the 
dependence of the distribution of the control among the 
pathway enzymes on kinetic properties (elasticity coeffi- 
cients) of the individual enzymes. Consequently, the extent 
to which an enzyme in a metabolic pathway controls flux 
or concentrations can be understood in terms of kinetic 
properties of all the enzymes and of pathway structure 
[6,9-13,32]. 
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The initial developments of metabolic ontrol theory 
focused on the control of metabolic networks. With the 
increasing emphasis on the roles played by regulated gene 
expression and signal transduction in the control of cell 
function, however, control theories have been extended, so 
as to address these aspects explicitly (e.g. [14,15]). In one 
of these developments it was stressed that cell function 
does not just consist of a single metabolic network, but 
rather of a number of such networks, which are connected 
by (allosteric) regulation or/and mass flow. A modular 
approach may help to reveal the essence of such regulation 
[15-18]. 
Some cellular signal transduction pathways are orga- 
nized in such a modular fashion; they consist of cycles of 
protein phosphorylation a d dephosphorylation by kinases 
and phosphatases which are themselves again activated by 
phosphorylation or dephosphorylation. The phosphate 
group is obtained from ATP and, within each cycle, lost as 
inorganic phosphate; there is no net transfer of the phos- 
phate group along the signal transduction pathway. In 
other pathways, however, there is such a transfer of phos- 
phate between enzymes. Examples are the phosphotrans- 
ferase system of enterobacteria, the NtrB/NtrC system 
involved in the transcription regulation of the E. coil 
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glutamine synthetase gene and the regulation of sporula- 
tion in B. subtilis [19]. Other groups than phosphate are 
transferred in electron-transfer chains in free-energy cou- 
pling membranes (i.e., e- or H), in channelled membrane 
mediated free-energy transduction (i.e., H ÷) [20-22] and 
more generally whenever coenzymes are involved. In gen- 
eral this type of pathway may be called a relay pathway. 
In parallel to an experimental determination f the flux 
control coefficients in the phosphotransferase system of E. 
coli [23], it was recently shown that in group-transfer 
pathways the sum of the flux control by the participating 
enzymes can exceed the 1 that is characteristic of so-called 
'ideal' metabolic pathways [24,25]. This suggested that 
relay (group-transfer) pathways have their own set of 
control principles, which require a separate control theory. 
In this paper we develop this control theory, including the 
summation and the connectivity theorems and the way to 
calculate nzymes' control coefficients from properties of 
the individual enzymes. 
2. Results 
2.1. Definitions 
Fig. 1 represents he pathways we shall deal with in this 
paper. A group, P, is transferred through r 'enzymes' from 
a primary donor (SP) to an ultimate acceptor (W). The 
rates of the reversible consecutive transfer reactions are v i, 
V- - (U1 ,  V2,...,U2r+2), the number (n) of reactions is: 
n = 2r + 2. Steady state is achieved when all rates are 
equal: 
v i - - I  (for all i) (1) 
The concentrations (thermodynamic activities) of the 
'boundary substrates' S, SP, W and WP, are taken to be 
constant (to be clamped by an external bath). It is conve- 
nient to designate the concentrations of these boundary 
substrates as if they themselves were additional enzymes 
of the pathway (Eo and Er+ ,, respectively): 
E o = [S], EoP= [SP], e o = [S] + [SP], 
Er+l = [W], Er+,P = [WP], er+x = [W] + [WP] (2) 
For brevity, we shall denote the concentrations of the 
enzyme-enzyme complexes by Q's 
Oi = [E iPE i+I ] ,  (i = 1,. . . ,r-  1) 
Qo = [ SPE~]; Qr = [ E rPW ] (3) 
There are m = 3r + 1 concentration variables, xi, in the 
system (Fig. 1): 
Xl = El,  x3i-2 = Ei, X3r+ 1 = Qr = E ,PW 
x2 = Qo = SPE1, X3i- 1 = Qi- 1 (4) 
x 3 = E1P .... x3i = EiP, ... 
That the 'enzymes' act only catalytically in the overall 
group transfer implies that they are neither consumed not 
produced; they merely change from one form (e.g., E i) to 
another (e.g., EiP). The sum concentration f all forms of 
any enzyme i is constant, however, so that we have r 
conservation constraints: 
Ei+Ei_iPEi+Eie+eiPEi+,=e,(i=l ..... r) (5) 
or, in terms of x: 
X3i_ 2 +X3i_  l d-X3i q- X3i+2 ~--- e i ( i  = 1,...,r - 1) 
X3r_ 2 +x3r_ 1 +X3r +X3r+l = e r (6) 
There are no further estrictions on the concentration vari- 
ables xi, so that the number of independent concentrations 
is equal to m-r=2r+l .  
Below it will prove convenient to indicate by coeffi- 
cients yi/ the concentration variables that contain a form 
of enzyme i: 
3r+l  
E Yij" Xj = e i ( i  = 1 ..... r )  (7) 
j=l 
Yij is equal to 1 if x contains E i and 0 if x is not 
involved. It is clear from Eqs. 6 and 7 and Fig. 1 that 
enzyme i participates in concentration variables with in- 
dices 3 i -  2 (Ei) 3 i -  1 (Qi-1 = Ei-IPEi), 3i (E/P) and 
3i + 2 (Qi = EiPEi+ 1), hence: 
~ij = ~3i-- 2,j -}- ~3i-- 1,j -~- ~3i,j "Jr t~3i+ 2,i( i = 1 ..... r - 1) 
~/rj = ~3r- E,j d- ~3r- l,j "l- ~3r,j "[- ~3r+l , j ,  (8 )  
v 2 v 3 v2i_ 1 v21~ 2 V2r V2r+ 1 
S~/CEIP~E2 "'" EI.1P~,~EI ~EI÷IP . - -E r - ITErP~ W 
SPL  E lL  Ei_ t E iP~E i .÷ I  E r_ - IAEr~WP 
v I v 4 v21 v2i+ 1 V2r- 1 V2r+ 2 
Fig. 1. Group-transfer (-relay) pathway. A group P is ultimately transferred from pathway substrate S to pathway product W. Enzyme-enzyme complexes 
are referred toby Q, rates by v, the transferred group by P. 
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where the Kronecker 6 is used: 
6t, j = 0 if l ~ j ,  6t, l = 1 (9) 
The overall process of group transfer from SP to W is 
effected by the 2r + 2 elementary processes indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 1. Any enzyme is involved in four 
processes, i.e., complex-formation with the phosphorylated 
form of the preceding enzyme, dissociation from that 
preceding enzyme whilst retaining the phosphoryl group, 
complex-formation with the subsequent enzyme and disso- 
ciation having transferred the phosphoryl group to that 
subsequent enzyme. Inserting i and i + 1 in the following 
equations one obtains the rates for the four corresponding 
processes for Ei: 
=k+ Ei mP 'E i -kz i  a E i -1PE i ;  U2i- I 2i -  1 . . . .  
vzi = k~i. E i _~PE i - k2i. El_ ~ . E iP ( i  = 1 ..... r + 1) 
(10) 
The positive direction of any odd elemental process, v2~_ ~, 
corresponds to the formation of an enzyme-enzyme com- 
plex, Ei_IPE i (consuming Ei_IP and Ei). The positive 
direction of any even elemental process, v2z, corresponds 
to the consumption (dissociation) of an enzyme-enzyme 
complex, Ei_IPEi, and to the formation of free enzyme 
Ei- 1 and EiP. 
One of our points of interest is the extent o which the 
activity of any of these 2 r + 2 elemental processes deter- 
mines the group-transfer flux. As in Metabolic Control 
Analysis, we shall wish to define this extent in terms of the 
ratio of the relative change in group-transfer flux and the 
relative change in activity of the elemental process, where 
the latter is taken in the limit to zero. 
The activity of an elemental process may be modulated 
by changing the forward rate constant only or by changing 
the reverse rate constant only. In either case the overall 
Gibbs energy difference of the group-transfer reaction 
from SP to W will also be modulated. Since it is physically 
impossible to change the Gibbs energy difference of a 
reaction by just changing a catalyst, we prefer to modulate 
the activity of the elemental step such that its standard 
Gibbs energy difference (i.e., its equilibrium constant) is 
not affected; i.e., equal relative changes of the forward and 
reverse rate constants. To describe this type of modulation, 
we let the parameter ~s (s = 1,...,2r+ 2) modulate the 
activity of the s th elemental process (equally in the for- 
ward and in the reverse direction): 
v~(~:~) = ~:~. vs(1) (s = 1 ..... 2r  + 2) (11) 
where the expressions for v~(1) are given by Eq. 10. 
We define the control coefficient of the flux J with 
respect o any process s as: 
din]J] d l / J  
CoJ = (12) 
dln¢~ d¢~/¢~ 
Although the control coefficient has been defined in terms 
of an infinitesimal modulation of the activity of step (s), in 
practice one may compare the percentage in the steady-state 
flux ( J )  to a small percentage change (e.g., 1%) in the 
activity of the step s. The C,J,i are called elemental f ux 
control coefficients [24,25,27,43]. The operational equiva- 
lent of this definition compares the change in flux effected 
by a change in a parameter Ps that affects step s only, to 
the change in activity of step s caused by that parameter 
change [[26], cf. [40]]: 
C J= (dln]JI/dp~)~ys 
~, (Oln]vs]/Op~)pro c , s = 1,...,2r + 2 (13) 
Subscripts ys and proc refer to the different differentia- 
tion conditions; allowing all variables to change until the 
new steady state is attained (sys) versus keeping all other 
variables that affect processes constant (proc), respec- 
tively. 
Similarly, we define quantitatively the control exerted 
by any elemental process on the concentration of any of 
the components in the system: 
d lnx  (d lnx /dps)  sys  
C,~s= dlnsCs (cglnlv~l/ap~)proc, s 1 ..... 2r + 2 (14) 
where x is any steady-state concentration. Cv~ is called an 
elemental concentration control coefficient. 
At anysteady state, we shall consider flux J and the 
vector of concentrations x as functions of the total enzyme 
concentration vector e=(e l  ..... er) , boundary substrate 
vector B = ([S], [SP], [W], [WP]) and parameters g = (El, 
~2 ..... ~2r+2 ), i.e.: 
J = J (e,  B, ~:) ; x = x(e, B, ~:) (15) 
Because we shall also be interested in the control exerted 
by the enzymes, we define coefficients for that control in 
terms of the system responses to an increase in total 
concentration f any of the enzymes: 
dln[J[ din x k 
C J = , C~'= (16) 
e, dln e i din e i 
Here, the coefficients CeJi and CX/k are called the flux and 
concentration control coefficients, respectively, of the en- 
zyme(concentration)(s). In a deviation from agreed termi- 
nology [41] one may prefer to call these response coeffi- 
cients. 
We would like to emphasize here an important distinc- 
tion between the elemental control coefficients defined by 
Eqs. 12-14 and the enzyme-(concentration) c trol coeffi- 
cients. The former can be defined independently of the 
modulation parameter (Eq. 13), whereas the latter are 
always responses to a change in such a parameter as 
enzyme concentration, which only allow a parameterless 
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definition in ideal pathways (Kholodenko et al., Biophys. 
Chem. in press). 
2.2. Relating flux control by enzymes to f lux control by 
processes 
A central point of this section is the different r61es 
played by the enzymes and the processes in group-transfer 
pathways [24], these r61es being similar in simple metabolic 
pathways. This difference in r61es will become apparent 
from the relationship expressing the control exerted by the 
enzymes, C~Ji, in terms of control exerted by the processes, 
CeJ~. 
To obtain this relationship we shall follow a strategy 
developed by Kacser and Burns for metabolic pathways 
[1]. Fig. 2 focuses on four elemental processes in which 
enzyme i is involved. We now consider the following 
perturbation in only those concentration variables that 
involve enzyme i: 
El (X i )  = l~i. El, E iP (  I~i) = Ai. e iP ,  Oi -1(  h~) 
= Ai. Qi 1; 
Qi(A~) = A i .Q~( i= 1 ..... r )  (17) 
where A~ = 1 + Ai, and A~ is sufficiently small. Note, that 
the concentrations of all the other enzyme forms (e.g., 
Ei+ 1P), remain unchanged and that all forms of enzyme i 
are amplified by the same factor. We change simultane- 
ously, the parameters ~t of the rates v t that depend on the 
concentrations mentioned in Eq. 17, in such a manner that 
the rates v l remain the same as in the initial steady state. 
Appendix A derives that this requires the relative change 
in ~t to be the opposite of the perturbation i A~, for all 
processes involving enzyme i (Eq. A3). In the immediately 
obtained new steady state the concentrations involving 
enzyme i then obey Eq. 17, but the rates of all elemental 
processes and the flux J have remained the same as in the 
initial steady-state. 
The above operation increases not only the total concen- 
tration (e~) of the enzyme i but also affects the concentra- 
tions (e i_ 1 and e i+ a) of the enzymes i - 1 and i + 1 with 
which enzyme i complexes. Because the modulations con- 
sidered address both 'catalytic' activities (¢1) and the total 
enzyme concentrations (el), the change in flux J can be 
expressed through the corresponding control coefficients. 
Because the flux change is zero, this yields the desired 
relationship between control exerted by the processes (C[l) 
and the control exerted by the enzymes CSe,, (see Appendix 
A). In this manner one obtains a relationship for each of 
the r enzymes in the pathway plus two, slightly different 
equations for the boundary substrate/product couples. For 
the pathway internal enzymes, i.e., i = 2 ..... r -1  (see 
Appendix A): 
Ei - 1PEi Ei PEi + 1 
C J _ _  + C J + C J _ _  
ei- 1 " ei el+ i " 
e i -  1 ei+ 1 
_ s J J + C J  2 - C~.2, , + C,.2i + C,,2,+~ ~_,. 
2i+2 
~., C,,J(i = 2,3 ..... r -  1) (18) 
k=2i-I 
Importantly, this equation affirms that there is no one-to- 
one relationship between control by an enzyme and control 
by one or two processes. Due to the involvement of two 
enzymes in the elemental transfer process, the relationships 
(Eq. 18) always involve control by several enzymes and 
control by several elemental processes. In addition, these 
relationships are moderated by the fraction of the enzymes 
that occur as enzyme-enzyme complexes. 
For the enzyme 1 at the beginning of the pathway: 
E1PE 2 4 
C J -~ C J s C a J J J 
e 1 e 2 " - -  Cu  1 + 13,. -~ CI-' 3 + CU 4 = E CU k 
e 2 k=l 
(19) 
The interpretation f this equation holds that the control by 
enzyme 1, CeJ1, equals the sum of the control of all four 
processes enzyme 1 is involved in, except for the control 
exerted by enzyme 2 exerted through the complex EIPE z. 
Similarly, for the enzyme r: 
Or-  | 
C J . B  
er l 
er-1 
.q- C J -- J J J J 
er - -  C t2r  I + Cv2r + CL'2r+I -{- Ct'2r+2 
v21-1 v2 f.~. 2
EI-IP~/.'~ El ~ , f  EI+IP 
• " " Q I - I  Q. i  " " " 
El_ 1 L E iPL  Ei+ I
v2 i  v2i+ 1 
Fig. 2. An arbitrary part of a group-transfcr pathway. Note the (moiety-) 
conservation of thc total concentration of enzyrnc i. 
2r+2 
~_, C a (20) t' k k=2r-1 
Eqs. 18-20 constitute r independent relations between 
the r enzymes' flux control coefficients. Hence, they 
should allow one to express the flux control coefficients of 
the enzymes, CeJi (i = 1 ..... r), in terms of the control coeffi- 
cients with respect o the elemental processes, CvJi and the 
relative fractions of the enzyme complexes (such as 
(E IPE2) /e2) .  Because these equations are linear, the ex- 
pressions are obtained most simply by the use of matrix 
algebra. Testifying to the independence of the r equations, 
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the determinant of the matrix (A) of the linear equation 
system 18-20 is not equal to 0. This rxr matrix reads (Eq. 
21): 
A = 
l o ,  O 
e2 
O, lO ,  
0 o" 1 
0 
0 ... 0 0 0 
0 ... 0 0 0 
O3 
04 
0 0 0 ... 
0 0 0 0 ... 
0 0 0 
.m. . , ,  . . .  
Or-2 I Or-1 
Or_2 or 
0 Or-1 1 
e,. 
In order to write Eqs. 18-20 in matrix form we define 
the r-dimensional vector, C~, of the flux control coeffi- 
cients of enzymes (as a column-vector, T means trans- 
posed) 
C~ C j  c i  cg  ]r (22) 
( e l '  ve2 , ' " ,~er ]  
and the (2r + 2)-dimensional vector of the elemental f ux 
control coefficients, C 2 v, 
c~ (c,~ ~ ~' ~ ' = ,C,,~ ..... C .2,+~,C,~r+~) (23) 
as well as the r × (2r + 2) rectangular matrix M (Eq. 24), 
M = 
1 1 1 1 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i l l  .H  l lo  l i t  
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 1 1 1 
With these definitions the system of linear relations 
Eqs. 18-20 connecting CeJi and C~i can be written as: 
A. C~ = M. C~ =imPcJ (25) 
Due to its structure, the matrix A is invertible, so that: 
CSe = a -1 . M .  C~ = A-  ' .imp("J--e (26) 
The product M.C¢ has an interesting meaning: 'mPC{ is an 
r-dimensional vector of so-called impact control coeffi- 
cients of the enzymes, imPCeJ = (imPc{1, imPc{2 ..... impc{,). 
The impact control coefficient of enzyme i on a flux J 
[27] quantifies the effect on the flux J of a simultaneous 
equal relative increase in the rates of all elemental pro- 
cesses in which enzyme i is involved: 
2 i+2 
lmPfeJ = E Cu J=  E CL.J~ (27) 
all e i dependent reactions k = 2 i -  1 
In other words, this control coefficient quantifies the total 
impact hat enzyme has on the flux. 
Eq. 26 interrelates the two different modes by which 
enzymes in relay pathways control the flux, i.e., through 
their concentration C~ and through their activities in the 
elemental processes C[. Most strikingly, the control ex- 
erted by the concentration of an enzyme does not just 
depend on the control it exerts on all the reactions in 
which it is involved (its 'impact'), but also on the impact 
control coefficients of other enzymes. The persistence of 
ternary complexes (EiPEi+1) also affects the control coef- 
ficients of the enzymes (through matrix A). 
We can also analyze the amount of the control exerted 
on the flux by the boundaries. When the ratio [SP]/[S] is 
clamped from the outside (leaving changes in [SP] and [S] 
possible), one can define for any system variable Y: 
is]  
C Y Y Y _ _  
e°  = Cts~+tsP] = ct~] + CtsP]' [8P] = constant (28)  
where the control coefficients with respect to S and SP are 
defined individually as: 
d lnY  d lnY  
- v = (29)  
C[~] dln[S], C[sp] dln[SP] 
For this control by the boundary substrate couple S, SP, 
Appendix A shows that: 
SPE 1 
C J + C J - J g (30) 
e o e] • - -  Cv  1 + Cv  2 
e l  
This equation specifies that the control exerted by the 
substrate couple on group transfer flux equals the control 
exerted by the two elementary steps this couple is involved 
J in (C¢I + C~2), except for the control exerted by enzyme 1 
through its complex with SP (-Ce~ . SPEa/el). For the 
control exerted by the boundary product couple W and WP 
we have (Appendix A): 
E r PW 
C J + CeJ. a g (31) - -  = C . . . .  , + Cv~,+ ~ 
er+ I er 
Here, under the condition of clamped ratio [W]/[WP] 
notation similar to that in Eqs. 28 and 29 were used: 
d lnY  dlnY 
C~= d in[W] '  Crwe = Oln[WP] 
C r =C r =C~+Crwp (32) 
W+ WP er+ 1 
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Using Eqs. 30, 31 and 26 one can readily express the 
control coefficients of boundary substrates in terms of the 
control coefficients of elemental processe. Moreover, Eqs. 
30 and 31 can be included in the matrix form of the system 
of linear equations connecting Ce~ and C~r For that one 
should consider an extended (r + 2)-dimensional vector of 
the flux control coefficients of enzymes (cf. Eq. 22): 
j j j j T 
CJe=(Ceo,Cel,. . . ,Ce,Cer+l) (33) 
as well as an extended (r + 2)× (r + 2) matrix A that 
includes two additional rows and columns (cf. Eq. 21), 
corresponding to Eqs. 30, 31: 
A = 
el 
0 0 ... 0 0 0 
01  010  
oO,  1 ° , 
el e3 
0 0 . . .  0 
0 0 ... 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Or-2 I Or-, 0 
em er 
0 Or-1 1 0 
•r-1 
O0 . . .  0 0 0 0--- ' I  
(34) and the extended (r + 2) × (2r + 2) rectangular ma- 
trix M (cf. Eq. 24): 
M = 
110000. . .000000 
111100. . .000000 
001111. . .000000 
• . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  
000000. . .111100 
000000. . .001111 
000000. . .000011 
(35) 
With this change in definitions, the matrix equations 
expressing the control coefficients of all enzymes and 
boundary substrates into control coefficients of the elemen- 
tal processes will continue to coincide with Eq. 26. 
In this section we have shown how the coefficients 
quantifying the control exerted by the concentrations of
enzymes and boundary substrates of a group-transfer path- 
way, may be related to the more fundamental control 
exerted by the elemental processes. Because the latter 
should obey standard control laws (see below), this will 
allow us to make explicit the principles governing the 
former control properties. 
2.3. Flux control summation theorems 
In ideal metabolic pathways powerful summation theo- 
rems delimit the combined control exerted by the enzymes. 
For control of flux, the total control by all enzymes is 1; 
for control on concentrations it amounts to a net total 
control of 0. The enzymes in group-transfer pathways are 
substrates for each others action. Hence, the question 
arises whether the summation of the enzymes' control 
coefficients leads to results that differ from those in ideal 
metabolic pathways. Summing the left-hand and right-hand 
sides of Eqs. 18-20, 30 and 31, one obtains: 
r+ 1 r+ 1 Ei - 1PEi r-  1 EiPEi+ 1 
ECe'+ E ' Ce,_l. - -  + y '  C J - -  i e i+  1 " 
i=0  i=2 e i - i  i=0  ei+l 
j J C J 
2 i+2 
=CJt,] 'l-CtJ2 -~- E c,~,+c,,,r+_ ~ + ,'2,+2 (36) 
i=1  l=2 i -1  
After substituting the summation index i for i -  1 in the 
second sum in the left-hand side of this equation, and i for 
i + 1 in the third sum and rearranging, we have: 
( E i -  1PEi + Ei PEi + t ) 
C J + C J + C J 1 + 
eo er+ ! e i  " 





Now we shall make use of the fact that, if the system is 
considered just in terms of its elemental processes, it is a 
special case of an ideal pathway. As a consequence, the 
sum of the elemental flux control coefficients, C~i, over all 
the elemental processes i always equal to unity [1,24,25]: 
2r+2 
CL~ ' = 1 (38) 
1=1 
Using Eq. 37, this yields an expression for a weighted sum 
of the enzyme-concentration flux-control coefficients: 
C J + C J 1 + + C J = 2 
eo e i  " e r+ 1 
i= 1 ei 
(39) 
where CeJo and C Jet+ 1 refer to control to boundary sub- 
strate/product ouples, as defined by Eqs. 29 and 22. 
Since 
Ei - 1 PEi + Ei PEi + 1 
ei 
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corresponds to the fraction of enzyme i that is complexed 
(to either enzyme i - 1 or enzyme i + 1), Eq. 39 yields the 
simple result hat the sum of the enzymes' and boundaries' 
flux control coefficients equals 2 divided by a correction 
factor which lies between 1 and 2. The latter correction 
factor is a weighted average of the fraction of the enzymes 
that, on average is complexed. Hence, the sum of enzyme 
control coefficients, ECeJ~, that involves the control of 
boundary substrate/product couples, often exceeds 1 in 
the system of ideal group transfer ('or perfect dynamic 
channel') [24]. We note that, in the general case of chan- 
nelling it can be less than 1 [28,25,27]). 
The relations between C~ and C{ simplify greatly when 
enzymes Ei and E~+~ react by simple collision and do not 
form an enzyme-enzyme complex EiPEi+ 1 with a signifi- 
cant lifetime. Then we can neglect EiPEi+ 1 in Eqs. 18-20 
and summation theorem, Eq. 39. If for example, the en- 
zyme i interacts with enzymes i - 1 and i + 1 by simple 
collisions, that is E i_ 2 PEi 1 = E~_ 1PE i = 0, then we have: 
J = imPc J  (40) CJ = E Cv k e i el 
set of Ei-dependent reactions 
That is, the total control exerted by the concentration f an 
enzyme becomes equal to its impact. If this is so for all 
enzyme combinations: 
r+ l  
~, C J = 2 (41) e i 
i=O 
Eqs. 40 and 41 reflect hat, because nzymes in group- 
transfer pathway are involved in two rather than one 
(transfer) process they exert more flux control on average 
than they do in ideal metabolic pathways. 
2.4. Relating concentration control by enzymes to concen- 
x and x tration control by elemental processes: Cei Cvk 
Using much the same procedure as in section 2 one can 
also express the control exerted by the enzymes on any 
concentration x, Ce x, into those of the processes, C~.~. 
Again we consider the perturbation i which all forms of 
enzyme i are amplified by the same factor and all process 
activities in which enzyme i participates are reduced si- 
multaneously. Any concentration xj that does not corre- 
spond to one of the forms of enzyme i, remains unchanged 
in the new steady-state. Consequently (cf. Eq. Al l) ,  
din xj 0 - 
dln A i 
2r+2 dlnsCt ~_, dlne~ 
L~ = E Co~/.dlnA i + Cxj • , 
l= 1 v = 1 din A i 
Xj 4= (E i ,  E ie  , O( / -1 ) ,  Qi )  (42)  
When the amplified enzyme is one of the pathway internal 
enzymes (i = 2, 3 ..... r -  1), Eq. 42 and Eqs. A3, A5 of 
Appendix A require that: 
Qi-1 Qi 
. - -  + c ; /  + - -  
ei -  1 ei + 1 
=C~X, +C x,+Cx~ +CX2,+: 
'2i-1 L~ U2i+, U' 
i = 2,3 ..... r - 1, xj ~ (E  i, EiP, ai-1, Qi) (43) 
When the amplified enzyme is the first (i = 1) or the 
ultimate (i = r) enzyme, one obtains from Eqs. 42, A3 and 
A7, A9: 
C~( + CeX~. a t  x - -  = El; ~ "~ CXIu2 + CXIL, 3 "Jr" CXJu4 
e2 
xj ( E , ,  E ,P ,  Oo, 01)  (44) 
Or--I xl ;; x c , C - -  -~ C ~- C Xj ~- C~ ~- C~2r+ 1 ~- 1 2r 1 IJ2r+ 2 
er l 
xj-~ ( Er,ErP, Qr_i,Q~ (45) 
Apparently, the control exerted by the first true enzyme 
(e~) in the group transfer pathway on a concentration of
any form of any of the other enzymes equals the control 
exerted by the four elemental steps in which enzyme 1 
participates minus the control exerted by enzyme 2 that 
forms a complex with enzyme 1. 
For the metabolites (S, SP, W, WP) that serve as 
substrate/product couples of the pathway, we should con- 
sider perturbations given by Eqs. A12 or A13 of Appendix 
A and parameter changes Eq. A14 and Eq. A16, or Eq. 
A15 and Eq. A17, respectively. Taking into account defini- 
tion Eq. 29, for xj 4= Q0, we obtain: 
C;0j + CX~. Q0 x - -  = C~, [  + Cxj~.:, xs 4= Qo (46) 
e l  
Similarly, for xj @ O~, taking into account definition (32), 
we obtain: 
CX} . __Or + CX}+ ~ = C xs~,+  + C xj~:,+: , xj 4= Q~ (47) 
e r 
When the concentrations of all molecules containing 
enzyme i are amplified (see Eq. 17) and the system 
parameters are changed correspondingly (see Eq. A2), the 
following variables x will be changed in the new steady 
state: 
x i=E i ,E iP ,  Qi 1,Qi 
Hence, 
din x i 
1 
din A i 
2r+2 __din sol ~ __din e~, 
E Cv~/- alnxi + Ce~<! " 
l=  1 v = 1 din A i 
(48) 
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Consequently, with respect to these concentration vari- 
ables distinct summation theorems obtain. For i = 2, 3 ..... r 
- 1 we obtain from Eqs. 48, A3, A5: 
Oi -1  Oi 2 i+2 
x i c x, - -+c ; ,+c  x, - -=1+ E Q,  el- 1 ei+ 1 ' 
e l -  1 el+ 1 k=2 i -  1 
x~=(E , ,E iP ,  Q i , ,Q~) , i=2,3  ..... r -1  (49) 
For the perturbation i E 1- (and by analogy) Er-containing 
concentrations we obtain from Eqs. 48, A3 and A7 or A9, 
respectively: 
4 
CX~ + CX2, " __QI = 1 + ~ C~,;, 
e2 k= 1 
X i : (E l ,  E le ,  Qo, Q,) (50) 
ar - I  2r+2 
Ce~: , " - -  + C : /=1+ E C,, x' 
er - I  k=2r -1  
xj = (Er ,ErP ,  Qr_I ,Qr) (51) 
For the perturbation corresponding to Eq. A12 or Eq. A13 
in the 'boundary substrates' one obtains (cf. Eqs. 46 or 
47): 
cQ, ,+cQ °" O__o0= 1 +cQ°+cQ ° (52) 
el  
cQ r• . __Qr -}- cQ re•+ , = 1 ol- CvO2r + 1 ,  • "~- Carr  +2 (53)  
er 
Eqs. 43-47, 49-53 allow one to express the control of any 
concentration by any enzyme (Ce~) in terms of the control 
by the elemental processes (CL.X,) and the relative fractions 
of enzyme-enzyme complexes (Qi/ei, Qi- 1/el )- 
It must be emphasized that one may consider the con- 
trol of only those (2r + 1) concentrations which are cho- 
sen as independent ones, e.g. EiP (i = 1, 2 ..... r) and Qi 
(i = 0, 1 ..... r), see below. For the concentrations (E i) the 
control coefficients can then be also determined from the 
former control coefficients using relations that are obtained 
from the moiety conservation restrictions, ee Eq. 5 [29]: 
cE i Ei Qi-1 cEiP EiP + cQ,. Qi 6i I 
e~ " - -  + cQ i -1  • - -  + e~ " - -  = 
e I e l e I e l 
i , l=  1,2 ..... r (54) 
or in terms of the elemental control coefficients, C~,~: 
C Eivl " E i . -~C Q i l  . O i _ l . -~C EiPvl • E ie - [ - cQ i .o i=o  
i=1 ,2  ..... r ; l=1 ,2  ..... 2 r+2 (55) 
The linear equation system of Eqs. 43-53 can most 
readily be solved by using matrix algebra. To this aim we 
write the equations as: 
A.C~ = a;  + M.C~ (56) 
where C~ is the (r + 2) × (3r + 1) matrix of the concentra- 
tion control coefficients of the enzymes, C x is the (2r + 2) 
× (3r + 1) matrix of the concentration control coefficients 
of the elemental processes: 
(CX) i j=CX/ , i=0 ,1  ..... r+ l ; j= l ,2  ..... 3 r+ l  
(CX) i j=CLX/ , i=l ,2  ..... r+2; j= l ,2  ..... 3 r+ l  (57) 
(r + 2) × (3r + 1) matrix 6 x is defined by: 
( ¢3x)ij = 1 ifxj = Ei, EiP, Qi-1 or Qi and 0 otherwise 
and matrices A and M are defined by Eqs. 34 and 35, 
respectively. The enzymes' concentration control coeffi- 
cients can then be calculated from: 
Ce ~ =A-"  6 x +A- '  .M .C  x (58) 
Note, that x in Eqs. 56 and 58 represents any concentra- 
tion, i.e., not only one of the independent concentrations, 
since for any xj (and any flux J )  the same matrixes M 
and A -~ connect he control coefficients with respect o 
the enzyme concentrations to the control coefficients with 
respect o the activities of elemental processes. 
With Eq. 58 one can relate the control exerted by an 
enzyme concentration on a component of a group-transfer 
pathway to the more fundamental control exerted by the 
elemental processes. As it did for flux control, this will 
allow us to arrive at the principles governing the control 
exerted by enzymes on the concentrations of group transfer 
components. 
2.5. Concentration control summation theorems 
To formulate the summation theorems for the concen- 
tration control coefficients of the enzymes, let x be the 
concentration of any free enzyme or that of an enzyme 
carrying a group P, i.e., 
x =E, orE, P, ( l=  1 ..... r)  (59) 
Obviously, one and only one of the Eqs. 49-51 corre- 
sponds to x = E l or EIP (the 'target' equation). Summing 
this 'target' equation with all the Eqs. 43-47 in which x 
can be E t or EIP and using the same rearrangement as
above in section 2.3, we obtain: 
C EI°rEIP .-.F- C EI°rEIP 1 + + 
eo e i • 
i= 2 ei er+ 1 
2r+2 
=1+2.  Y'~ C~[ °r&e, l= l ,2  ..... r (60) 
k=l  
Since the sum of the elemental concentration control coef- 
ficients over all processes i equal to zero [24], 
2r+2 
Y'~ C,~ = 0 (61) 
k=l  
one obtains: 
cE ' ° rE 'P"F -~cEt° rE tP (  l ' F -Q i l - ] -e i  ) e °  i = 1 ei . -Ji- C ElOrEIPer + 1 
=1 
l = 1,2 ..... r (62) 
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Two and only two of the Eqs. 49-53 correspond to 
x~ = Qt. For example, for x = Q0 these 'target' equations 
are Eqs. 50 and 52. Note that the 'target' equations have a 
1 at the right-hand side. Adding the 'target' equations to 
the other equations from Eqs. 43-47, in which xj can be 
Qt, one obtains: 
C Q'+ C Q'. 1+ - +cQ'+,=2,  
i= 1 i ei 
l=O,  1,2,...,r (63) 
Eqs. 62 and 63 imply that the sum over all enzymes of 
all the control coefficients with respect to any of the 
non-complexed pathway components ranges in between 0
and 1, and with respect o any of the enzyme-enzyme 
complexes lies in between 1 and 2. This result differs 
drastically from the case of 'nonchannelled' classical path- 
ways, where such sums of concentration control coeffi- 
cients amount o zero [3]. 
In principle, the different ypes of global control coeffi- 
cient analyzed here can be measured independently b  on 
the one hand using modifiers of enzymes (e.g., specific 
inhibitors) and on the other hand modulating the enzyme 
concentrations (e.g. by manipulating gene expression) [see 
the companion paper, [30]]. The differences between the 
values of the different control coefficients give a deeper 
insight into pathway regulation and mechanisms [25]. 
The results obtained emonstrate he interplay between 
the different modes by which the enzymes control fluxes 
and concentrations. The derived equations interrelate the 
different ypes of 'global' control properties. They do not 
refer to nor depend on the local enzyme properties which 
are commonly described in terms of so called 'elasticity' 
coefficients [1]. 
The other important aspect of analyzing pathway con- 
trol structure is to understand the global control properties 
in terms of the local ones. The following sections are 
devoted to this problem. 
2.6. The flux-control connectivity relations for group- 
transfer pathways 
processes (~/,) are also valid for group transfer pathways 
(by the same reasoning as for the corresponding summa- 
tion theorems, see above). Together with the correspond- 
ing summation theorems, they allow one to express all the 
control coefficients in terms of the elasticity coefficients 
and the pathway stoichiometries [11,10,12,6]. Appendix B 
discusses this in detail. 
For the elemental flux control coefficients the following 
connectivity relationship obtains: 
C J .  ei . i . =01=l ,2 , . . . , r  (64) 
i= 1 i Et Et EEIP El P 
This equation shows that control by elemental steps are 
inversely related to their local responses to relevant fluctu- 
ations of metabolic variables [cf. [5]. In other words, 
highly sensitive steps exert little control, also in group 
transfer pathways. An additional connectivity theorem is 
(see Appendix B): 
2r+2 ( 1 
E c/. 
i= 1 i Et E l  
l=1 ,2  ..... r -1  
1 1) 
__ - -E l  . - -  + ~i . -----0, 
QI QI E~+I EI+I 
(65) 
Two more connectivity theorems are obtained for the 
first and last reactions of the chain. 
~_, C~ J, • e i . - - -e  i • =0 (66) 
i= 1 i Et El Qo 
2r+2 ( 1 ~r )  
Y'~ C J .  e i . - - -e  i • =0 (67) 
i=  1 i Er Er Qr 
The r + 2 connectivity relations, Eqs. 64, 66, 67, (r - 1) 
connectivity relations, Eqs. 65, and summation theorem 
Eq. 38 constitute a system of (2r + 2) equations for ex- 
pressing C~,J~ ( i=  1,...,2r+ 2) in terms of the elasticity 
coefficients. 
In the system under study the elasticities are readily 
expressed into the rate constants of the elemental pro- 
cesses: 
For any metabolic pathway with a given map the 
strengths of the control exerted by enzymes depends 
uniquely on the kinetic properties of the enzymes. The 
relevant part of the latter are the elasticity coefficients. The 
connectivity theorems relate the control coefficients to 
those elasticity coefficients. In this section we ask whether, 
in group transfer pathways, control coefficients are also 
uniquely related tot the kinetic properties of the enzymes, 
and if so, how. 
2.6.a. Flux control connectivity theorems 
The connectivity relations relating the flux (C~) or 
concentration (C~. i) control coefficients of the elemental 
processes to the elasticity coefficients of those elemental 
e~=Ofor i -~21-1 ,21+2; l= l  ..... r 
E l 
~2l-1___ _ _  k + Et_ lp ;  E / ' 2l-  1 • 
U21 1 
E I 
E2, t+2 = - - - .  k21+2.Et+,P; 
U2l+2 
e~,e = 0 for i 4= 21,2l + 1; 
•2l EtP  e~te+ l EIP + 
E l -  - - -k2 l .  Et 1; =- - -k21+1-Et+l ,  
V21 U21+ 1 
for l = 1 ..... r (68) 
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For the elasticities with respect to the enzyme-enzyme 
complexes one may have: 
e~ -0  fori--/= 21+ 1,2 l+2;  l=  0,1,...,r QI- -  
QI QI e 21+1 - -  k21+1 e 2/+2= k + " (69) Qt " ' Qt " 2/+2,  
U2I+I U2l+2 
Inserting Eqs. 68 into 64 and taking into account hat at 
steady-state any v~ = J, we obtain for this system: 
s k + Et 1p + J k21 Et - CU21_ 1 " 2 l -1  • Cvz l .  • 1 
• Et+ 1 - C~t+ : . k21+2. Et+1P = 0 
l = 1,...,r 
C J + -- v2~+ ~• k21+l  
(70) 
These equations relate elemental control coefficients to 
kinetic properties of the elemental steps in the group 
transfer pathway. Reminiscent of the control theory of 
metabolic pathways is their implication that, at equal con- 
centrations, control by a step decreases with its responsive- 
ness to changes in the concentration that affect its rate. 
From Eqs. 66-69 we have for the control coefficients of 
the first few elemental steps: 
J . k  4 E2P=0 .[sP] + -Q  
(71) 
and for those of the ultimate lemental steps: 
J J k + Er_ IP+C J k21+1 -Cv2~+2 CL'2r I ' 2r--1 ' U2r+l " 
• (k2-r+ 2 --~ k2r+2.  [we] )  = 0 (72)  
and from Eqs. 65-69: 
J k + Et_ IP+ co , . 
J ( k21+2 E I+IP+kz l+2)  -C J  - Ct~121+ 2 ' • -1- u21+ 4 
• (k~+, .  E t+zP  ) = 0, (73)  
l=1  ..... r -1  
In all cases, several control coefficients and several 
kinetic properties occur in the same equation, emphasizing 
that there is no unique relationship between the control 
exerted by an elemental process and the kinetic properties 
of that process. Always, the kinetic properties of the rest of 
the pathway codetermine the control by an elemental step. 
2.6.b. Concentration control connectivity theorems 
Using procedures analogous to those employed in sec- 
tion 6a, one obtains the connectivity relations for the 
concentration control coefficients, C~i, such as (see Ap- 
pendix C): 
C~,i. ei i _ _  =O,  fo rx i4=Et ,  E ip  
i= 1 ' Et . ~ - e~:e . E tP  
(74) 
( +)1 
E cEtP  t~i i 
i= 1 v, " E~" E l  -- ~EIP" EIP 
l=  1,2 ..... r (75) 
We here considered only the control of independent 
concentrations (i.e., EtP and Qt). For the remaining con- 
centrations (E l) one can obtain the connectivity relations 
using the conservation relations; cf., Eqs. 54, 55)• For 
example, one can obtain from Eqs. 74, 55, 75: 
2r+2 ( 1 1 ) 1 
E cEt  ~.i i 
i=1  ' 
l=  1 ..... r (76) 
Alternative connectivity relations are found in Appendix 
C. 
These connectivity relations can be reformulated in 
terms of rate constants rather than elasticicities (cf. Eqs. 
70-73)• Moreover, together with summation theorems, 
they allow the calculation of the concentration control 
coefficients of the elemental processes, C,, xj ( i = 1, 2 ..... 2 r 
+ 2) from the elasticity coefficients• 
2. 7. Expressing control coefficients into enzyme properties 
(elasticity coefficients) 
Above we have derived sufficient summation and con- 
nectivity relations to allow one to express flux control and 
concentration control coefficients into elasticity coeffi- 
cients. The calculations involve the solution of a large 
number of linear equations. Consequently, it pays to apply 
matrix algebra• Appendices D and E elaborate this in terms 
of the non-normalized control and elasticity coefficients• 
Here we transform the results into the matrix equations for 
normalized coefficients• To this purpose, we define the 
following diagonal matrices xd and Vd, 
(Xd)21_,,21_ 1 =EtP ,  ( l=  1,...,r) 
( Xd)21,2l = Q, 
(Xd)2r+l ,2 r+ l  = Q0 
( Xd)2r+ 2,2r+ 2 =J  (77) 
= Vl, l=  1 ..... 2 r+ 2 (78)  
We define the (2r + 2) × (2r + 2) matrices E and C~. by: 
E = x a • D .  (va) - I  (79) 
Cv = ¥d " /~°  (Xd) - I  (80)  
Matrices D and /" are defined in Appendix E (see Eqs. 
El, E7 and E9). Matrices E and C v contain normalized 
elasticity coefficients and control coefficients• In a more 
explicit form the matrix E reads: 
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= 
-4. -,t. ~ ~ ~ 0 0 
a, , O, s 8 0 , ,  , 0 ,  , 
~P.cs ~P e o o g ~ -4r -,~ -K~ 
°°°  . , ,  , ° °  . . °  ° . . . . . .  , °  
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
O0,  , O , ,  -,go1 ol - ol ol 
0 0 0 0 
... 0 0 0 0 
... 0 0 0 0 
E, '~" -K~ '~" 
or ~,-, ~,., or ~,.2 ~,.2 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
(81) Then Eq. El0 of Appendix E can be written as: 
E"  C ,  = I2r+2 = x d • D"  (Vd)- I  . va" F"  (Xd) ' 
(82) 
From which it follows (whenever E is non-singular): 
c~ = v,-' (83) 
i.e., the elemental control coefficients can be calculated 
from the elasticity coefficients by matrix inversion. Eqs. 
25 and 57 may be combined as: 
A .  C e = 8+M.  C, (84) 
where 6 is a (2r + 2)× (2r + 2) diagonal matrix defined 
by having 6~ as its (2r + 1) × (2r + 1) upper left subma- 
trix, and otherwise zeroes. 
The combination of Eqs. 83 and 84 allows one to 
express all enzymes control coefficients into all elasticity 
coefficients by: 
C e =A - j  • 8+A - l  • M • E -1 (85) 
This equation shows that also in a group transfer pathway 
the control exerted by enzyme concentrations on pathway 
flux or concentrations i  completely determined by the 
elasticity coefficients of the participating enzymes (in E), 
i.e., by the kinetic properties of the interactions between 
these enzymes. 
3. Discussion 
In this paper the control theory for group-transfer o
'relay' pathways has been developed. Consequently, the 
control exerted by participating enzymes on the relay flux 
and on the concentration f pathway components can now 
be understood in terms of kinetic properties (the elasticity 
coefficients) of the protein components of the pathway. In 
the Results section and in Appendix F we elaborate two 
complementary ways of doing this. For some pathways 
many kinetic characteristics are known (e.g., [33]) and the 
method may soon be applicable in detail. 
In the dawn of such a detailed application, the devel- 
oped theory already reveals properties that are of interest 
beyond any particular system. One of these is that the sum 
of all flux control coefficients over all enzymes in the 
pathway equals 2 if the pathway substrates and products 
exert no control (are present far above and below their 
respective K ' ,  K~, repectively) and if the complexes 
between the enzymes live briefly. In cases where the 
complexes are longlived, such that the enzymes hardly 
occur in their uncomplexed forms, the sum of the flux 
control reduces to 1. Because the average xtent of com- 
plex formation between the enzymes will tend to increase 
with overall enzyme concentration, this finding suggests 
that the control of group transfer flux by the participating 
enzymes varies with the average protein concentration a d 
for that reason alone may differ between uiuum and uit- 
rum. This stresses that measurement of control coefficients 
should be performed in vivo. 
Measurement of the sum of the enzymes' flux control 
coefficients and in particular its deviation from 1 and 2 
may serve as a measure of the extent of complexation of 
the proteins in the pathway. This may be one of the few 
methods by which such complex formation can be demon- 
strated in cases where cell disruption leads to dissociation 
of such complexes [34]. 
In many relay pathways, it is not the flux, but the 
concentration f one of the components hat functions as a 
signal for other parts of cell physiology, for instance, the 
factor III Glc (recently renamed to IIA tIc) of the phospho- 
transferase system of E. coli is involved in the catabolic 
repression by glucose [35]. Glucose causes factor III Glc ~ P 
to be dephosphorylated and III G~c inhibits the activity of 
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transporters of alternative growth substrates. Adenylate 
cyclase may be affected by the ratio III G~c~ P to III Glc. 
For these cases, the results of the present study may be 
relevant. Non-critical application of existing metabolic 
control theory might have suggested that the control ex- 
erted by all PTS enzymes on III G~c be zero. The present 
study shows that control should lie between zero and 1, 
depending on the same extra conditions as does the sum of 
the flux control coefficients. That is, if pathway substrates 
and products lack control and if enzyme complexation is
minor, that sum is 1 and regulated expression of the genes 
encoding PTS enzymes may have a strong impact on 
signalling, contrary to what might have been expected. 
It is of interest hat many pathways that might have 
been considered to be of the straightforward 'metabolic' 
type, are actual relay pathways. An important example is 
that of the electron transfer chain in free-energy coupling 
membranes. In particular, the present study suggests that in 
the case of a dynamic organization of the components of 
these chains (as proposed by Hackenbrock [36]), the sum 
of the control coefficients on the flux of reducing equiva- 
lents should equal 2, whereas in the case of a static 
organization (cf. as proposed by Ferguson-Miller et al., 
[37]) it should equal 1. Existing experimental data [38] lack 
sufficient resolution to decide between the two alterna- 
tives. 
In the light of the latter study, it should be noted that if 
the relay pathway is part of a larger network, then the 
result on the sum of control coefficients should be adjusted 
so as to state that the sum of the control coefficients over 
the components of the relay chain is double that otherwise 
expected. This can be understood in the light of modular 
metabolic ontrol theory [18]. 
It may be noted that the group-transfer pathway is 
analogous to metabolic pathways where the metabolites 
are channelled between subsequent enzymes. For a long 
time (but see [39,27]), control theory for channelled path- 
ways has been lacking, except for cases where there was 
channelling between enzymes in static complexes [28]. The 
present heory applies to cases where the complexes are 
dynamic and transfer of metabolite and association/dis- 
sociation fo the enzymes alternate. As such it is yet 
another part of a comprehensive control theory for 
metabolic hannelling. 
A most important conclusion arrived at in this paper is 
that enzymes participating in relay pathways control the 
relay flux in more that one manner. In a sense, this derives 
from the phenomenon that in such pathways the enzymes 
play both the role of catalyst and the role of metabolite. 
Or, to put it differently, the enzymes are involved in more 
than one elemental reaction and control can be attributed 
to each of these activities. In a parallel paper we shall 
demonstrate hat these various modalites of control can be 
defined operationally and measured experimentally using a 
combination of inhibitor-titration and gene-expression- 
modulation methods [30]. 
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Appendix 1 
Appendix A: Relating enzyme control to process con- 
trol (equation numbers also refer to main text) 
Let us consider the perturbation i  only those concentra- 
tion variables that involve enzyme i, as given by Eq. 17 of 
the main text. Let us change simultaneously, the parame- 
ters ~t of the rates v t that depend on the concentrations 
mentioned in Eq. 17, in such a manner that the rates v~ 
remain the same as in the initial steady state. In the new 
steady state immediately obtained, the concentrations in- 
volving enzyme i obey Eq. 17, but the rates of all elemen- 
tal processes have remained the same as in the initial 
steady-state. That is, let x' be the vector of concentrations 
in the new (perturbed) steady state and x ° be the vector of 
concentrations in the initial steady state. According to Eq. 
17, x' = x(A i) and the perturbed rates read: 
U2i 1 (x ' )  : ~2i-1 . (k~i - l .  Ei(t~i) 
• El-1P - k ] i - , .  Q~-1( I~ i ) )  = 
= ~2i -1  • "~i" U2 i - I (X° ) ,  
and, similarly, 
= A,. v2i(x o) 
U2i+l(xt) = ~2i+I  " l~i'U2i+l(x°) 
v2 +2(x') = •   i+2(x °) ( i l )  
The rates in the new steady state will coincide with the 
rates in the initial one, if: 
~2i-i" ~i = ~2i" ~i = ~2i+1 " }ki = ~2 i+2 "/~i = 1, (A2) 
or since )q may have an arbitrary magnitude: the changes 
in the rate of process l should obey: 
dln~ t
- - -  1 ( l=2 i -1 ,2 i ,2 i+1,2 i+2;  
dln A~ 
for i=  1,2,...,r) (A3) 
The operation characterized by A~ increases the total con- 
centration, el, of the enzyme i and the enzymes with 
which enzyme i complexes, i.e., enzymes i - 1 and i + 1: 
ei( Ai) =Ei( Ai) + EiP( A,) + Q,_I(A/) + Qi( Ai) 
= ~i " ei, 
ei-l(Ai) =Ei_I+Ei_1P+Qi_2+Ai.  Qi_ 1, (An) 
ei+l(Ai) =Ei+I + Ei+ IP + Ai. Qi + Qi+ l, 
i = 2,3 ..... r - 1) 
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From Eq. A4 it follows that: 
dlnei] [dlnei=i] Qi -1  Ei-IPEi 
1, a1-?£7, - ' "" , Jam, dlnhi ai=l ei 1 e i - I  
$ 
dlnei+l] ( i=2 ,3  ..... r - l )  Qi EiPEi+ I 
Jai=l ei+l ei+-----~' 
(AS) 
When the perturbation affects enzyme 1, only e I and e 2 
change, since there is no conservation of S-containing 
forms: 
el(A,) = El(A1) + EIP(A1) + Qo(hl) + QI(A1) = h 1 . e 1 
e2(A,) = E 2 + E2P + 1~ 1. Q, + Q2 (A6) 
Hence, 
dlnhl ]a,=l = 1, dlnhi a,=l e2 
Similarly, for perturbation of the ultimate nzyme (r) in 
the pathway only G-~ and G change: 
er( Ar ) ~-- Er( l~r ) ~- Ere( l~r ) --~ Qr_ l( Ar ) -+-Qr(Ar) 
= A r • e r 
er_,(ar) =Er_a+Er_ lP+Qr_2+ar .a~_ l  (A8) 
Also 
[ dIner ] = 1, dlner- l(Ar)]  = Qr-1 (A9) 
al--~rJ, =~ dinar Ar=l er-  1 
Since the flux J remains unchanged: 
[dlnl J[]  =0  (A10) 
Ai=I 
Because the modulations considered address both the 
step activities (Et) and the total enzyme concentrations 
(ei), the value of dln[J[/dlnA/ can be expressed through 
the corresponding control coefficients. Using that 
(dlnlJl)/(dlnE) = Cvat, see Eq. 12), this leads to: 
dlnlJ[] 2r+2 dlnEt r dlnG 
0= [ d l - -~/  = i=lE CvJ " ~ + v=lE CeJ~ " dl---~/ 
( i=1  ..... r) (A l l )  
Eq. A11 gives one equation for each of the r enzymes 
in the pathway. These equations differ somewhat between 
pathway-internal enzymes, and enzymes at the beginning 
and end of the pathway. For the pathway internal enzymes, 
i.e., i = 2 ..... r - 1, we have from Eqs. A3-A5 and A11, to 
obtain Eq. 18 of the main text. 
For the perturbation i El-Containing concentrations we 
obtain Eq. 19 of the main text from Eqs. A l l  and A3, A7. 
From Eqs. A l l ,  A3, A9 for the perturbation i Er-contain- 
ing concentrations we obtain Eq. 20 of the main text. 
We can also analyze the amount of control exerted on 
the flux by the boundaries. For these 'boundary substrates' 
S, SP and W, WP, one may consider the following pertur- 
bations of concentrations and parameters: 
SA o = A o . S; SPA o = A o . SP; QoAo 
= A0' Q0 (A12) 
W(/~r+ 1) = /~r+l" W', WP(  Ar+ t) =/~r+l" WP;  
Qr(Ar+l) = At+,. Qr (A13) 
Simultaneously we change the parameters E1 and E2 for 
the perturbation Eq. A12 and E2r+l, ~2r+2 for the pertur- 
bation Eq. A13, respectively such that the rates v~ and v z 
or, correspondingly, VZr+l and Vzr+2 remain the same as 
in the initial steady-state. It follows that (cf. Eqs. A2, A3): 
dln~ x dlnE2 
El " ~0 = ~2 " ~0 = 1, hence 1 
din A 1 din A 1 
(A14) 
E2r+l " hr+l = E2r+2 " /~r+l = 1, 
dlnE2r+l dlnE2r+2 
hence = - 1 (A15) 
dln Ar+ 1 din Ar+ t 
In the new steady-states we have the following values of 
the parameters e~ and e r for the perturbations defined by 
Eqs. A12 and A13, respectively: 
dlnel(Ao) ] 
e l (Ao)=EI+Ao 'Qo+E1P+Q1'  dlnh ° ~o=1 
Qo 
= - -  (A16) 
el 
er( hr+l)  =Er  + Qr-1 + ErP  + At+l" Or, 
dlner( Ar+ ~) ] = a_z 
(A17) 
din hr+ 1 ] "r= 1 er 
Since J remains unchanged in the new steady state, we 
have for the perturbation defined by Eq. A12: 
dlnJ dlnlJI din[S] dlnlJI dln[SP] 
0 . . . . .  + -  
din[A0] din[S]" dln ao dln[ SP ] " dlna 0 
din e I din E1 din E2 +C J - -+C J - -+  J , (A18) 
el" dlnh ° ~'," dlnh ° C"2" dlnh ° 
and, using Eqs. A12, A14, A16 we obtain: 
dlnJ dlnJ Cj __Q° = j j (A19) 
dln[S----] + dln[SP~---] + ex" el C< + C~2 
From Eq. A19 we obtain Eq. 30 of the main text. 
Similarly, for, the perturbation specified Eq. A13 we 
obtain: 
dlnJ dlnJ Qr 
din[ W------~ + din[ WP~------]] + C J" J a e, G -- Cv2r+' + C~2r+2 
(too) 
From Eq. A20, Eq. 31 of the main text follows. 
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Append ix  B. Connect iv i ty  theorems 
Here we shall follow the approach by Kholodenko 
[6,31]. In order to obtain all the connectivity relations we 
choose 2r + 1 = rank (N) linearly independent vectors 
A(~) = (A~ ~), A(~), ..., "3~+x(~) l~, (v = 1 ..... 2 r + 1), such that the 
following perturbation i  concentrations x:
xy(e~) = x[  + oz. A~ ")-- x ; .  1 + oz. _-..-72- ' xj ) 
j = 1,...,3r + 1 (B1) 
(where a has an arbitrary, but sufficiently small, value) 
does not change the moiety-conserved sums (Eq. 6). In 
other words, vectors A (~) should be orthogonal to all 
vectors (' It) of the stoichiometric oefficients of the 
metabolites in the moiety-conservation sums (see Eqs 6): 
3r+ 1 
E "Yij" A~ v) = O, i = 1,.. . ,r  
j=l  
v=l ,2  ..... 2 r+ l  (B2) denko[6,31]: 
For the flux control coefficients, C~J~, the connectivity 2r+2 3r+l 
relations read [6,311: Y'~ C,X/• ~ ~ - -  t Xs " 
2r+ 2 3r+ 1 ,~v) i= 1 s= 1 
E CJvi E , i  = 0 (B3)  • xj" 
i=1 j= l  Xj 
where e2j= Olnv JO lnx j  are the elasticity coefficients, 
and the 2r + 1 linearly independent vectors A (~) satisfy 
Eqs. B2. 
Since the concentrations E t and EtP ,  where l=  
1,2 ..... r, enter only one conservation sum (i.e., that for et), 
we may choose the vector A (° as: 
A~ t) = 0 if xj • E t and xj  • E tP ,  
A~ t)= 1 if xj  =E l, (B4) 
A~ t)= -1  if xj  =EtP ,  l=  1,2 ..... r 
i.e. the changes corresponding to the vector A (° only 
increase the concentration E t at the expense of EtP and do 
not change the total concentration of the enzyme l. Insert- 
ing such a vector A 0) into Eq. B3, one obtains Eq. 64 of 
the main text. This equation defines r connectivity theo- 
rems. 
Two more connectivity theorems are obtained consider- 
ing the first and last reactions of the chain. Taking into 
account hat each of the complexes Qo and Qr enters one 
conserved sum, i.e., e 1, or e r, respectively, we choose: 
A~ °) = 0 if x/=# E 1 and xj  • Qo, 
A~ ) --= 1 if xj  = E l ,  A(j °) = - 1 if xj  = Qo (B5) 
and 
A~ r+l) = 0 if xj  •E  r and xj  • Qr, 
,~r+ 1) = 1 if Xj = E r, A~ r+ 1) = _ 1 if xj  = Qr (B6) 
Applying Eqs. B5 and B6 to Eq. B3 one arrives at Eqs. 66 
and 69 of the main text. I = 1 ,..., r - 1 
The second choice for the vectors A °) touches upon 
complexes Qt (l = 1,2,. ,  r - 1) that enter two moiety-con- 
served sums (e t and et+ 1) simultaneously. For any l=  
1,2 ..... r -  1 we choose: 
h~ t) = 0 if xj  ~ E x, Ql, Et+ l; 
A~ l) = 1 if xj =E  t, A~ t) = - 1 if 
xg = Qt, AI = 1 if xj =Et+l ,  
l=  1 ..... r -  1 (BV) 
i.e., we do not change the total concentration of either of 
the enzymes l and l + 1. From Eq. B7 one obtains the 
connectivity theorem, Eq. 65 of the main text. 
Append ix  C. Concentrat ion control  connect iv i ty  
Using procedures analogous to those employed in sec- 
tion 2.6.a, one obtains the connectivity relations for the 
concentration control coefficients, C~Xv Following Kholo- 
A(•') A(£) S --J 
X s Xj 
- - ,  j=  1,2,...,3r + 1 
(ca)  
where (2r + 1) linearly independent vectors A (~) should 
satisfy Eqs. B2. Choosing the vectors A (0 (l = 1 ..... r)  as 
in Eqs. B4 of Appendix B, one arrives at Eqs. 74 and 75 of 
the main text. 
Choosing two vectors A (°) and A (r+l) as in Eqs. B5 
and B6, one obtains from Eq. C1, respectively: 
2r+2 ( 1 1 ) 
i= 1 " el" E1 Qo " -~o = O, for  x j  • E l ,  Qo 
i= 1 i " El " ~-1 Qo" = --Q0 
and 
Y'~ C~J e~ . -e  i =O, fo rx j•E~,Qr  




2r+2 ( 1 
E @ ,' , ' (c5) 
i= 1 " Er " Er f2r " = 
Choosing the vectors A (1) (l = 1 ..... r - 1) as in Eq. B7 and 
using Eq. C1, one finds: 
2r+2 ( l 1 1 ) 
C~/ ~i _E~ ~i =0, 
i=1 '" EI'-"EI O"o l " r  E I+I 'E I+I  
i f x j  • El,  Qt, Et+ 1, l = 1,..., r -  1 (C6) 
2r+2 ( 1 1 1 ) 1 
__E lc , _ _  =- -  i :  " Et" Ell Qt" E + Et+l " El+ l a l '  
(C7) 
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Taking into account he expressions Eqs. 68 and 69 of the 
main text for the elasticity coefficients, Eqs. 74-76, C2-C7 
can be transformed to equations corresponding to Eqs. 
70-73• Moreover, for any concentration, x j, the r corre- 
sponding equations chosen from Eqs. 74-76, two addi- 
tional equations (one from Eqs. C2, C3 and one from Eqs. 
C4, C5), the ( r -  1) equations from C6, C7 and the 
summation theorem, Eq. 61, constitute a complete system 
of 2r + 2 equations• These allow the calculation of the 
concentration control coefficients of the elemental pro- 
cesses, C~,~/ (i = 1, 2 ..... 2 r + 2) from the elasticity coeffi- 
cients. 
Appendix D. Connectivity theorems in terms of the 
non-normalized control and elasticity coefficients 
For the pathway under study the connectivity theorems 
for flux and concentrations simplify when they are formu- 
lated in terms of the non-normalized control and elasticity 
coefficients (cf. [12,15]). The latter will be designated by 
D~, 
D i Oui Oln[vi[ Ui i --Vi (D1) 
X=~x = Olnx x e~" x 
Since at steady state in the relay pathway all the rates 
equal J (Eq. 1), the non-normalized flux control coeffi- 
cients of the elemental processes (F~ s) coincide with the 
normalized ones (CJ~i) (see Eqs. 1 and 13): 
r J= (dl/dp~)sys = --J .C J= J (D2) 
~' (OVi/OPi)pro c U i vi Cv i 
The non-normalized concentration control coefficients 
(F/) are defined by (cf. Eq. 14): 
X 
Fo~ = --.C,, x (03) 
vg 
In non-normalized form, the flux control connectivity 
theorems read (see Eqs. 64-67 of the main text): 
2r+2 
E F~.( ' (DE,-Die,p)=O,I=I , ' " ,  r (D4) 
i= l  
2r+2 




E F~'(Dier--Db,) =0 (D6) 
i=1 
2r+2 
E /~J~, • (Die1 - -DQo)  =0 (07)  
i=l  
The corresponding concentration connectivity heorems are 
(see Eqs. 74-76 and C3-C7): 
2r+2 
• O i E FS, 'e (D~,-  E,e) = 1 (08) 
i=1 
2r+2 
F~ xj . (Die,- Die~e ) = O, for xj ~ E,, EtP (D9) 
i=l 
2r+2 
i i i ~_~ F~ Q' . (De , -  DQ, + D~, +1) = 1 (DIO) 
i= I  
2 r+ l  
E F~'.(DIe,-Db,+D~,+,)=O, forxj--/:Et, Qt,E,+l 
i=1 
(Dl l )  
2r+2 
• • O i Y'~ F~'Q° (Die1 - 0o) = 1 (D12) 
i=1 
2r+2 
E r/,~.(Die~-Dbo)=O, forxj*E,,Qo (D13) 
i=1 
2r+2 
E . (D ie -Db, )= 1 (D14) 
i=l 
2r+2 
E l~vx j ' (D ie~-Do~)=O,  x j~Er ,Qr  (O15) 
i=1 
Appendix E. Expressing control into enzyme proper- 
ties; matrix equations for non-normalized coefficients 
Let us define the (2r + 2)-dimensional vector T J, con- 
taining 0 and 1, i.e., (TJ)i=~i,2r+2 (i = 1,2 ..... 2 r+2)  
and the square (2r + 2)X (2r + 2) matrix D (which de- 
pends on the non-normalized lasticities D), 
D2~_1. j = D~, - Dj, e, 1= 1,2,...,r; 
D2t.j = D~ - D~r + D~t+l, 1 = 1,2 ..... r - 1; 
o2,  j = oL  - oL ,  
D2r+ 1.j ~ D~, - D~o ,
D2r+2, j  = 1, 
where j=1,2  ..... 2 r+2 (El) 
Then the system of equations 64-67, 38 for calculating 
C~.~ via elasticities can be written as 
J - T s (E2) D.C,  - 
where C~. is the (2r + 2)-dimensional vector of flux con- 
trol coefficients with respect o elemental processes (see 
Eq. 23). Matrix D can be written more explicitly if we take 
into account that most of its elements are equal to 0. From 
Eqs. 68, 69 we have: 
For odd rows (i = 21-  1, l = 1, 2,...,r): 
(D) i j  = 0for j 4: 2 l -  1,21,21+ 1 ,2 l+ 2 (E3) 
For even rows (i = 21, 1 = 1, 2,...,r - 1): 
(D)q=Ofor j~2 l - l ,21+l ,2 l+2,2 l+4 (E4) 
For row 2r (i = 2r): 
(D)2rj=O, fo r j#2r - l ,2 r+ l ,2 r+2,  (E5) 
For row (2r + 1) ( i=  2r + 1): 
(D)2r+I,j = 0 for j # 1,2,4 (E6) 
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o -o o -o o 
1 1 
-O~p O 4 
3 3 4 4 0 O~-O~ D~-D~ 
o 
i.. °.. =.l 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 O 4 
1 1 
0 0 ... 0 
0 O~=.. 0 
-D~pD~.. .  0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
lwm , , I  H ,  , H  u =  aa ,  ,= ,  
n~+1 n2r+2 
0 0 ... OE=~'t-1 -O~ -i.*£r o IkJEr 
... ~_~,J'-1 0 a2J,+l n~+2 /..~+i 0 0 -~ ,  - a, '-'¢ -'-'a, 
0 0 .== 0 0 0 0 
I I a.= 1 1 1 1 
Now from Eq. E2: 
D.  
a== 
O, a v~ 
fJ 
Eq. E7 shows that for non-pathological cases the matrix 
D is non-singular. As a consequence, Eq. E8 allows one to 
calculate the flux control coefficients by all 2r + 2 pro- 
cesses as the last column of the inverse of D. 
The concentration control coefficients may be calcu- 
lated in a similar manner; the control coefficients with 
respect to the enzyme-enzyme complexes (Qt) and the 
phosphorylated enzyme forms (EtP) correspond to the 
other columns of D -~, as will be shown subsequently. The 
control coefficients with respect o free enzyme (E l ) may 
be calculated subsequently through Eqs. C7 of Appendix 
C). 
The (2r + 2) × (2r + 2) control matrix F for this sys- 
tem be defined by: 
(F),,2,_, =/~,y,e ( i  = 1,2 ..... 2 r+ 2, l=  1,2 ..... r) 
(F)i,z,= E~ ' 
(F) i .2 ,+,  =I~,° o 
( F ) i ,2 r+ 2 =C y = C d t' i c i (E9) 
All summation and connectivity theorems obtained above 
are then summarized by: 
D. F= lzr +2 (EIO) 
where I2r+2 is the (2r + 2)× (2r + 2) identity matrix. D 
is usually invertible, hence: 
F= D - ' (E l l )  
Not only does this equation express all the control 
coefficients into the properties (elasticity coefficients) of 
the enzymes, it also does this in a rather meaningful way, 
demonstrating that the former are the (matrix) inverse of 
the latter• For metabolic pathways this has also been 
shown, be it in terms of the normalized control and 
elasticity coefficients [11,10,32,13,42]. 
Appendix F. An alternative approach to relate control 
by enzyme concentration to control by elemental pro- 
cesses 
The flux control coefficients 
This appendix focuses on a more direct method of 
calculating the enzyme control coefficients, Ce~, Ce xj than 
that of section 2.2. In the systems under study these 
coefficients can be considered as the response coefficients 
towards a change in the moiety-conserved sums, ei: 
dlnY 
C v = = R v where Y = ( J ,  x j)  (F1) 
e, din e i ei ' 
We will use the formulas for the response coefficients, 
obtained by Kholodenko [6,31]. For the flux response 
coefficient, CeSt, we have: 
J 2r+2 (3r+l  A}r,/) ] 
C~,=et y" C s y" ~i __  l=  l,...,r (F2) 
• ~ • x )  " 
i=l  j= l  Xj  / 
where the vectors A <~'~) are chosen in such a way that the 
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perturbation Eq. B1 in concentrations, xj changes only the 
moiety-conserved sum et, i.e., 
3r+ 1 
E "Yij'A}v")=Si,, i= 1,2,...,r (F3) 
j=l 
where 6, = 0, i ¢ l, 6, = 1. 
For every C~ (1 ..... r) one can choose (2r + 2) linearly 
independent vectors a (~'0 (v= 1, 2,...,r+ 2) satisfying 
Eq. F3. We first choose 3 such vectors for every 1. The 
remaining independent vectors A(~,o will correspond to 
the connectivity relations for given l. Obviously, for any et 
(l = 1, 2 ..... r) we can choose such vectors A(~,O in several 
ways and, hence, we can obtain several (different) expres- 
sion for any Ce~, which, of course, give the same value. 
For example, concentrations E t and EtP enter only one 
moiety-conserved cycle, et, and choosing: 
A~ t) = 0, for Xj -'~ Et, 
A50 = 1, for xj = E t (F4) 
one obtains from Eq. F2 and Eqs. 68, 69 of the main text, 
expressing the elasticities: 
el 2 r+2 
C J J ei e,= fft Y'. C~," E, 
i=l 
et j J k2l+ 2 Et+tP) =- f  .(Cv~,_ .k '~t_l .Et_ le-C~,+2. • 
(1= 1,2 ..... r)  (F5) 
Choosing, 
a~ t) = 0, for xj --/: EtP, 
A~ t)= 1, for xj = EtP (F6) 
a different expression for C t is obtained: 
el 2r+2 
C J = ~-'. i 
el EtP " i=% CvJ" eE'P 
et J kzt. Et- 1) = 7 " (Cv J t+ l 'k~l+ l 'E l+ l - -Cv2 l "  
( l= 1 ..... r) (F7) 
Eqs. F5 and F7 express the flux control by enzyme concen- 
tration Cea~ into the flux control by processes Qs. As such 
they parallel to Eq. 26. A difference is that in Eqs. F5 and 
F7 the elasticities mediate the relationship, whereas Eq. 26 
is formulated in terms of the fractions of the enzymes that 
are complexed (the Q's). 
Other choices for the vectors A involve the complex Qt 
in the perturbation. Since Q0 and Qr enter only a single 
moiety-conserved cycle, e 1 or er, one may select: 
A5 °) = O, for xj 4= Qo; 
A~ °)= 1, for xj = Qo (VS) 
and 
A~r+l) = 0, for xj v~ Qr; J 
A(.r+ 1)= 1, for xj = Qr (F9) J 
Combining Eqs. F8 and F9 with Eq. F2 and Eq. 69 of the 
main text one finds: 
el  2 r+2 
C J=-  • 
el Q0 i= 1 
CvJ. ,gi  el j k l  ) 
Q0 = 7 (cv" k; -cv 
(FIO) 
and, 
CJe = er 2r+2 y" C~ J s i 
• " Qr 
• Qr i= 1 
er 
J . (Cv J+:  k + J k2r+ l  ) (F l l )  - -  " 2r+2 -- Cv2r+l . 
The other complexes Qt ( l=  1, 2 ..... r -1 )  enter two 
moiety-conserved sums, i.e., e t and et+ 1. The perturbation 
can be confined to moiety-conserved sum e t by choosing 
A~ i) in the following way: 
A5 t) = 0, for xj 4= El+l, Qt; 
A~/)= -1 ,  for xj = Et+ 1 
A5 t) = 1, for xj = Qt 
( l  = 1,2 ..... r -  1) (F12) 
and, 
CJ el 2r+2 ( Qt ) 
- E <', _ _  _ 
ez Ol i= 1 " l El+ l " El + 1 
el j + 
7 . (C Jvz t+, . ( -k2 l+ l -k f l+ l .E lP  ) +Cvet+2.k21+ 2 
s . kzt+4. Et+ep) '
( l  = 1 ,2 , . . . , r -  1) (F13) 
Here we have obtained additional expressions for the 
flux control coefficients of the enzymes el, e 2 ..... e r in 
terms of the elemental f ux control coefficients (i.e., those 
of the processes) and elasticities (Eqs. F5, F7, F10, F l l ,  
F13). Some of these expressions appear to be simple, e.g., 
Eqs. F10, F l l ,  in that they do not implicate information on 
steady-state concentration values. 
All the connectivity theorems for the flux control coef- 
ficients (see section 6 of the main text) can be readily 
derived from these expressions for Ce~. For example, 
subtracting Eq. F7 from Eq. F5 one obtains the connectiv- 
ity relations Eqs. 64 and 70. The relations Eq. 66 and Eq. 
67 can be obtained if we subtract Eq. F10 from Eq. F5 at 
l = 1 and Eq. F l l  from Eq. F5 at 1 = r. Substraction of 
Eq. F13 from Eq. F7 yields the connectivity relations Eqs. 
65. 
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From the equations obtained for Ce J, additional summa- 
tion equations can be derived. Summing Eqs. F5 for 
I = 1,...,r, 
r 
~lC J  __mi = (CtJ2i_l . .~2i- l .~_ J . ~2i+2), 
e i " ei ei Cu2i+2 e t 
i= i=1 
(F14) 
or in terms of elemental rate constants: 
j 
C J --  
e i • 
i= I ei 
(Cv J i _ , . k -2 i - l .  E i - l P -C J2 i+g.k2 i+2.E i+ lP  ) 
i=1 
(F15) 
Note that the sum on the left-hand side of Eq. F15 
represents the sum of non-normalized control coefficients. 
Similarly, from Eq. F7 one can obtain: 
C J EiP ~ (C~2 ' ~.2i _+_ J 2i+1~ (F16) 
ei" - -  = " EiP Cv2i+ 1" ~EiP ] 
i=1 ei i=1 
or, 
Ca J + -- CJ  k2i .  E i -1  - -  ~_ Cl22i + " k2i+ l " Ei+ l v2~ .el" 1 i=1 ei i=1 
(F17) 
The concentration control coefficients 
For the concentration control coefficients we have [6,31]: 
C~,=e,.  + E C x, E e.~'. - t, i • Xs 
i=l s=l Xs ]J  
j=  1,2,...,3r + 1; l=  1 ..... r (F18) 
where the vectors A o't =(h~ 'l, AO'lz ,-.-,Ao't3~+ l) satisfy the 
system of linear equations F3. 
Choosing the vectors A ~l) (l = 1, 2 ..... r) as in Eq. F4, 
one obtains: 
el 2r+2 __ . x i 
CX/= Et Y'~ C d . ee,, 
i=1 
ifxj 4:Et; 1 = 1,2 ..... r (F19) 
These equations refer to the control of independent con- 
centrations (e.g., EtP and Ql). The control coefficient of 
'dependent' concentration, Cff , can be readily obtained 
from Eqs. F19, 54, 56, 
C~' = 1 + Y'~ C~'. gi (F20) i El 
i=1 
and if A ct) is chosen as in Eq. F6, we have: 
el 2r+2 
x. ~EjP , Cx/ EtP ~_, C~! . i if xj 4: EtP 
i=1 
( 2r+2 ) 
C E'p= e~ i l=1 ,2  ..... r (F21) et EtP . 1 + ~_, C~,e '  . ee, e , 
i=1 
Choosing the vectors A as in Eqs. F8, F9 (i.e., A (°) and 
A(r+ 1)), we obtain: 
el 2r+2 
x = • CL,! i (forxjq=Q0) 
Ce~ Q0 i=1 X.eQo, 
el ( 2r+2 ) 




x i ( forx j4:Qr)  = E Cx/ Qr i=1 
er (  2r+2 ) 
C~ r= Q--~ 1+ Y', C Qr.e~ . (F23) 
i=1 
Substituting the expressions for A of Eq. F12 into Eq. F18 
one finds: 
2r+2 ( 1  8i E CvXj. i _ __  . - - I  ) 
C:/  = e I • 
i=1 
( forxj4=Et+l,at)  
(~// 2r+2 ( 1 1 )) 
caz=et .  + ~_, CO'. ,~ . - - -~ i  
i=1 t QI Et+~" EI+I ' 
(l = 1,2 ..... r -  1) (F24) 
All connectivity relations for the concentration control 
coefficients can be derived from Eqs. F19-F24. Indeed, 
subtracting Eqs. F21 from Eqs. F19 one finds Eqs. 74-76 
of the main text. Subtracting Eqs. F22 from Eqs. F19 in 
which 1 = 1, one retrieves Eqs. C2, C3 of Appendix C, and 
subtracting Eqs. F23 from Eqs. F19 at l = r, one obtains 
Eqs. C4, C5. Similarly, the connectivity relations C6, C7 
are obtained from Eqs. F19, F24. 
One can use the expressions Eqs. 68 and 69 for the 
elasticity coefficients to simplify the obtained formulas 
Eqs. F19-F24. For example, from Eqs. F19 and 68 one 
obtains: 
__ C~j k + E t_ P -  Cxj k2t+2 Et+IP) C~/ = 
(for xj 4= et),  
et ( Et <'=e. 1+7 
. ( cE~t_ , .k~l_ l .E l _ le - -c tE2 ' ,+2.k2t+2.E l+ lP ) ) ,  
1 = 1,2 ..... r (F25) 
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